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Arthropods were collected at three sites on the Canaveral 
Peninsula of the east central F lorida coast, from May until November, 
1975. These sites were old fields dominated by grasses and herbs 
and one of them (site 1) was located near Launch Complex 41, Kennedy 
Space Center . A modified drop - trap of OoS m2 was used to trap 
arthropods at approximately 14-day intervals o A vacuum collector 
removed the arthropods and loose material which was visually 
inspected for arthropods by the unaided eye and a 7X dissecting scope. 
A total of 12,296 arthropods was collected during the study o 
Insects were by far the most numerous group , usually contributing 85 
to 95io of t e individuals . Ants were very numerous comprising 
47% of all indivi uals and \vere most numerous at site 1. 
Arthropod density was greatest on site 1 and increased on all 
three sites until October and then declined ovember. A bimodal 
trend in h rbivor density occurred with peaks in June - July and 
October- ovember Predators increased during the study and this 
significant! correlated with the increase in all other arthropods 
on the three sites and with herbivores on site 2 and 3. Ants 
increased in density durin the study, while parasites, scavengers, 
and omnivores remained at low densiti s The percentage of 
predators was rou
0
l ly canst nt over most of the study. 
New species were ncountered on site l about 1 5 times as fast 
as on sites 2 and 3. The distribution of individuals among the 
insect families \.vas similar for the three sites, but site 1 averaged 
more individuals per family. The average number of individuals per 
species on site 1 was about double that for sites 2 and 3. 
Species diversity (Shannon -Weaver) values indicated that 
arthropods at site 1 were more evenly distribute.d among the species. 
Dominance (Simpson) values were not significantly different among the 
three sites . Community similarity indicated that about 50% of the 
species on one site were found on one of the other two sites. 
The different plant communities or habitats surrounding the 
site& were apparently unrelated to the number of arthropod species 
present on the study sites. The number of arthropod species present 
did appear to be related to differences in the number of plant 
species and their relative abundance on the grids. 
The launches of the t\vo Viking spacecraft appeared to have 
no detrimental effect on the nearby arthropods. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Insects and other arthropods compose an important and often 
ov ~erlooked part of the environment.. The ants alone surpass the 
vertebrates in biomass and energy consumption in many ecosystems 
(Wilson, 1971) . The specialization exhibited by many arthropod 
sp ~ecies and their small size allo-v1s a large number of species to 
coexist in a small area .. , These factors and others make 
arthropods a good starting point to investigate the concepts of 
ecology. 
This study investigated the community structure and dynamics 
of arthropods inhabiting three old fields on the semi-tropical 
ast coast of Florida The old fields were vegetated by 
grass - herb associations . Arthropods tvrere sampled at approximately 
14 da int rvals from lay until rovember of 1975a One study area 
'vas -djacent to a Kennedy Space Center launch site and the 
possible impact of solid rocket exhaust on its arthropod 
community was monitored. 
o similar study from the central east coast of Florida has 
been reported in th literature. However, Chynoweth (1975) did 
provid data based on quantitative samples of arthropods from a 
salt marsh on Merritt Island. Some indic tion of the available 
arthropod habitats can be found in descriptions of 1 rritt Island 
plant communi ties by S\vee t 197 6) Quantitative arthropod 
exposure studies of the effects of solid rocket exhaust in the 
field are not known to the author. Stout et alo (1977) exposed 
two up~and cover types to the exhaust in an enclosure but 
arthropods were not studiedo 
Quantitative studies on arthropods with respect to other 
stresses in natural and semi-natural ecosystems include: fire 
(Rice, 1932· Bulan and Barrett, 1971; Nagel, 1973; Harris and 
Whitcomb, 1974), insecticide (Barrett, 1968; Shure, 1971; and 
numerous others) , pollution (Gilbert , 1971), and mowing (Bulan 
and Barrett; 1971; Pinter et al., 1975). These studies all 
sought to measure the effects of changes in the environment on 
the arthropod cormnunity or some part of it. 
This study \as designed to monitor the above ground 
arthropods 2 mm or longer at intervals frequent enough to detect 
changes in numbers and with samples adequate to give a good 
estimate of the specie~ present. Ruderal grassland was chosen 
because quantitativ sampling techniques have been developed and 






The three study sites were located on the Canaveral Peninsula 
of erritt Island , a barrier island, in Brevard County on the east 
coast of Florida (Figure 1). The peninsula is under the control of 
the Cape Canaveral ir Force Station and the Kennedy Space Center . . 
Study site 1 is located on the east side of Launch Complex 41 
about 35 m outside the perimeter fence and approximately 30 degrees 
south of the direct line of exhaust from the "flame bucket". The 
location is latitude 28° 34 1 54'' and longitude 80° 34 1 51 11 W, 
within the remains of an old housing deve lopment which was razed 
.J en Launc Camp le.~ 41 vas cons true ted . 
Study site 2 is located about 6 .1 km (3 .8 miles) south and 
slight y eas of ite 1 or 1 . 6 ·m (1 mile) east and slightly south 
d 28
0 
of the Vertical Integration Building . The location is latitu e 
31 f 43'' 
0 
and longitude 80 34' 35" W. This area has also been 
disturb d during c nstructi n o£ the space facili ties as evidenced ~ 
by the debris found o the sit . 
S t u d y s i t e 3 i l oc a t d b u t 14 . 0 ian ( 8 . 7 m i 1 s ) south and 
slightly west of ite 1. This ar a is located in the north end of 
the op n fiel at th In n oun nd m te- on South Cape Road. 
Th location i latit d 28 26 1 56 11 I n lon 0 itude 80° 35' 46" W. 
This ar a is cc ion lly m w d an has been subject to human 
disturbance for man y ars . 
ISlAND 
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Fig. 1. Study site locations on the Canaveral Peninsula. 
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The three sites are dominated by grass and herb vegetation and 
were judged to be similar in th2 spring of 1975. The sites were 
chosen not only on the basis of their ve~etation but also on their 
accessibility . All three sites were accessible by car to within at 
least 40 rn . Signs were placed on each site to identify it as a 
scientific study area which should not be disturbed. 
Microclimate 
Temperature and relative humidity were measured by a 
hygrothermograph (Bendi model 594) at each site. Each 
hygrothermograph \as at ground level in a small instrument shelter 
1-1i th a double roof and -'ShadescreenTI (Kaiser Aluminum) on the sides 
(Hu gerford, 1957) . A maximum-minimum thermometer (Taylor model 
5458) was also placed in each shelter . At appro~imately one week 
int rv ls the graphs were remo ed from the hygrothermographs and the 
thermomete s were read and reset . 
T e hygrotherm graph results Tables 1 and 2) were reduced to 
weekly values and the temperature and relati~e humidity were tested 
mong the t ree sites using analysis of variance. Results indicated 
that temp rature at ground level \as not significantly different 
among th sites (p 0 . 05) . Th differenc in relative humidity was 
sign~ icant (p 0 . 05) and indicated a higher relative humidity for 
site 1 with the other two sites not being significantly different 
among hemselves . 
il 
Th s il of ach stud 't wa sandy and well-drained with 
numerous shell fra 1 nt • Huckle et al. (1974) describe the soil of 
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Table 1 . Mean, hi ghest, and lowest ground level air temperatures 
recorded on the study a r eas. 
Air Temperature (C 0 ) 
Week Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 
a I b Mean (H L) Mean (H/L) Mean (H/L) 
7/25-31 28 . 97 (37/22) 30.00 (38/22) 29o81 (38/22) 
8/1 - 7 29 . 53 (36/22) NDC (37 /21 ) 29.48 (37 /20) 
8/8 - 13 29 . 21 (36/21) ND (36/21) 29o 7 2 (37/20) 
8/14 - 21 29.28 (36/21) 28.52 (37/21) 30o56 (38/21) 
8/22- 26 30 . 11 (3 5 /22) 27o82 (36/21) 29o86 (37 /19) 
8/27 - 9/3 2H.57 (35/22) 27 . 4 3 ND 28o92 ND 
9/4-9 28 .51 (33/22) 27 o73 (35 / 21) 29o04 (36/20) 
9/10 - 16 28 . 25 (34/21) 27 .18 (35/22) 28.67 (34/22) 
9/17-23 29 . 01 (35 /22) 27.78 (34 /23) 29.50 (35/23) 
9/24 - 30 27' . 26 (35/22) 26 . 94 (36/22) 27.89 (35/21) 
10/1-7 27 . 42 (34/21) 26 . 67 (34 / 21) 28.09 (34/21) 
10/8-14 28 . 21 (34/22) 26 . 94 ( 34 / 19) ND (34/17) 
10/15-21 25 . 12 (32/18) 24 . 40 (32/18) 24 .58 (33/14) 
10/22-29 25 . 34 (31/18) 24 . 52 (3 2/ 17) 25.24 (32/14) 
10/30-11/4 24 . 44 (30/20) 25 . 04 (31/19 ) 24.7 6 (31 / 18) 
11/5 - 11 25 . 87 (31/22) 25 . 79 (31/19) 26.62 (32/20) 
11/12-18 18 . 73 {32/07) 17 •. 30 (32/10) 18.93 (30/10) 
aRecorded by hygro ther mograph . 
b s m asured by maximum-mi nimum t hermometer . 
c 
ND i ndicates mi ssing da ta . 
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Table 2. Mean, highest, and lowest ground level relative humidity 
recorded on the study areas. 
Relative Humidity (%)a 
Week Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 
Mean (H/L) Mean (H/L) Mean (H/L) 
7/25~31 81 .7 5 (100/54) 80.33 (100/54) 77.16 (100/50) 
8/1 - 7 78 . 83 (100/53) 78.64 (100/52) 73.35 (100/44) 
8/8-13 79 50 (100/53) 76.35 (100/45) 74.91 (100/45) 
8/14 - 21 74., 18 (100/44) 72.92 (100/35) 74.62 (100/42) 
8/22-26 79.60 (100/58) 7 3 . 91 (100/47) 72.91 (100/43) 
8/27-9/3 82.16 (100/52) 75.93 (100/44) 74.50 (100/42) 
9/4 - 9 79.16 (100/54) 75.14 (100/46) 75.85 (100/46) 
9/10 ... 16 78.57 (100/51) 7 5. 07 (100/48) 76.64 (100/46) 
9/17 - 23 80.35 (100/52) 76.57 (100/49) 76 .. 57 (100/48) 
9/24-30 81 .. 28 (100/55) 7 6. 71 (100/46) 79.07 (100/50) 
10/1-7 80 . 78 (100/50) 76 .14 (100/40) 76 . 85 (100/51) 
10/8-14 74.64 (100/50) 69 .85 (100/38) ND 
10/15-21 73.1 (100/43) 69.92 (100/38) 74.00 (100/43) 
10/22-29 80 . 12 (100/51) 73 . 42 (100/38) 76 . 14 (100/46) 
10/30 11/4 77 . 50 (100/49) 72.83 (100/40) 75o33 (100/44) 
/5-11 81.00 (100/58) 74.50 (100/46) 76.64 (100/50) 
11/12 18 67 . 92 (100/31) 64.50 (100/30) 62.92 (100/34) 
a Recorded by hygrothermo 0 raph. 
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site 1 as Palm Beach sand, which is very permeable, mildly to 
moderately alkaline, and very lo-t;v in water holding capacity and 
fertility. The soil of sites 2 and 3 is part of the Canaveral 
comple and differs in being neutral to alkaline, having fewer shell 
fragments , and not draining quite as rapidly. The soil at site 3 
appears to d i ffer slightly from the description in having many large 
shell fragments and a fine black material which appears organic. 
T LS may be due to the Indian shell mound or other human artifacts. 
Vegetation 
The three study areas \vere dominated by grasses and annuals as 
indicated by plant species and estimated abundance (Table 3). The 
sites qere selected in the spring of 1975 and judged to be simil~r 
based o e isting plants , not on t hose which appeared later. atal 
Blues em (AndroEogon sp . ) and S dbur (Cenchrus sp.) are secondary 
in occurrence. t site 1 Partridge-peas (Cassia fasiculata) were 
common in the s rnmer an bloomed profusely in late June and early 
July . t site 3 the Partridge-p as tvere not as common and bloomed 
about two veeks later. o Partridge-peas were present at site 2. 
short (about 0 . 6 m tall) form 
at th east rn dge of site 1 and scattered in site 3. Pricl ly pear 
cact sp.) nd s v ral spec s of small composites 
pp.) w r f un n 11 thr e sit In addition to 
th plants mention d bove c tain sp~ci s w re f ound on only· one 
study sit (T bl 3). 
Plant st n ing ~ p wa sampled fr m six r ndomly selected 
Table 3. Plant species and est i mated relative abundance at each 
site. Code is as follows: very abundant= XXXX· abundant = XXX· 
) ' 
occasionaJ = XX; rare = X; absent = 0. 
Species a Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 
Rhynchelytrum reEens (Willd . ) xxxx. xxxx xxxx 
C.Eo Hubbard 
Andropogon virginicus L. XXX XX X 
Cenchrus spp. XXX XXX XXX 
Cassia fasiculata Iichx . b xxxx 0 XXX 
02untia sp . XX XX XX 
Ambrosia artemisifolia L. XX 0 X 
Heterotheca spp . XX XX XXX 
Zanthoxylum clava-herculis L. X 0 0 
Baccharis halimifolia L. var. X 0 0 
angustior DC. 
Schinus terebinthifolius Raddi XX 0 0 
Harv . 0 0 XX 
0 XX 0 
(L.) R. Brown XX 0 0 
var Hall 
Psidium 0 0 X 
X 0 0 
X 0 0 
X 0 0 
X 0 0 
~rom Long and Lal~el (1971) except as noted. 
bFrom Duncan and Foote (1971). 
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0.25 rn2 plots on sites 1 and 2 the last week of October. Site 3 
tvas not sampled because A1r Force maintenance personnel mowed it 
just before its scheduled sampling date . Living plant material was 
dried ai 90 - 95 °C in a drying oven for four hours. The mean 
standing crops of sites 1 (47.0 g/0.25 m2) and 2 (60.4 g/0.25 m2) 
were not significantly different (t = 0.38, 10 df, p 0.05). 
Habitat around Sample Sites 
The purpose of this examination was to relate unusual 
differences in insect data among the sites to the surrounding 
en ironrnents . Table 4 sho\vs the percentage of natural and disturbed 
abitats in the icinity of the study sites for areas of three 
different radii . Areas of habitats were determined from aerial 
p otographs A few of the lants in these surrounding habitats are 
l'sted in Table 5 . 
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Table 4a Natura l and disturbed habitats in ' the vicinity of sample 
sites as percentages ·of circular areas of different radii. 
Radius 
100 m 200 m 300 m 
Habitats 
Si tes Sites Sites 
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
Ruderal 82 58 33 58 29 12 37 26 5 
Large bushes 1 1 1 
Launch Comp1e 41 10 24 27 
Road 9 18 11 5 20 7 3 13 9 
Scrub 24 1 12 41 24 32 39 ·z9 
River hammock 22 6 27 6 19 
Tropical harmno k 33 20 15 
Banana River 4 10 16 23 
Table 5o Representative plants of natural and disturbed habitats 












see description of the study sites 
Oleander (Nerium oleander Lo) 
Australian Pine (Casuarina equ.isetifolia Forster ) 
Century Plant (Agave americana L.) 
other locally naturalized introduced plants 
Bahia Grass (Paspalum notatum Fluegge) around 
maintai ed areas and right of ways 
Scrub Oaks (Quercus virginian~Miller; Q. v. Miller 
var. geminata · ~· chapmanii Sargent) 
Saw Palmetto (Serenoa repens Bartram) 
Buckthorn (Bumelia tenax (L.) Willdenm.v) 
Tallo~ <lood (Ximenia americana L.) 
Rosemary (Ceratiola ericoides Michaux) 
Live Oak (Quercus virginiana Miller) 
Cabbage Palm (Sabal palmetto (Walter) Loddiger 
e Schultes) 
Strangler Fig (Ficus aurea uttall) 
r akedwood (Myrcianthes fragrans (Swartz) McVaugh) 
Pond pple (Annona glabra L.) 
White Stopper (Eugenia axillaris (S~vartz) Willdenow) 
Hackberry (Celtis laevigata Willdenow) 
Leather Fern (Acrostichum aureum L.) 
White Mangrove (Laguncularia racemosa von Gaertner) 
Gumbo Limbo (Bursera sirnaruba (Lo) Sargent) 
Inkwood (Exothea paniculata (Jussieu) Radlkofer) 
Wild 1ast i c (Mastichodendron foetidissimum 
(Jacquin) Cronquist) 
Dicliptera (Dicliptera assurgens (L .) Jussieu) 
Jamaica Cap r Tr e Capparis c nophallophora L.) 
Str ngler Fig (Ficus aurea Nuttall) 
12 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Study Sites 
Selection 
Study sites l;vere selected on the basis of vegetative cover and 
proximity to launch complexes . The sites were selected to be as 
homoge ous as possible , with respect to vegetat iono None of the 
sites 'ere designated as experimental or control, in the 
traditional sense. However , site 1 was located outside the 
perimeter fence of Launch Complex 4 1, approximately 250 m from the 
rocket . s~tes 2 an 3 l;vere 6 . 1 lan (3.8 miles) and 14 .0 km (8.7 
miles) south of site 1 and were not likely to be exposed to solid 
rocket e.. aus t . 
Configuration 
The study plots at sites 1 and 3 were 30m x 30m (900m2) and 
? 
divided into one hundred 9 m- units . The center of each unit was 
considered a collection point and these points ,.,,ere numbered in ro,.vs 
of ten from 1 to 100 . Owinb to irregularities of the vegetation, 
t e study plot at site 2 was L-shaped and formed by a 33 rn x 18 rn 
r ctan le j ined at a right a gle to a 21 ·m x 15 m rectangle. This 
arrang ment produc d 101 collection points Stakes marked some of 
the points for ori ntati n Jurin sampling 
Sample Method 
Equipment 
I ns ects and other rthropods were sampled by a combination of 
14 
drop trap and vacuum collection systems. The drop trap was a 
non-rigid round enclosure which maintained its shape (area) under 
field conditions. A short cylinder 47 em in height, 79.8 em in 
2 
diameter, and 0 . 5 m in area \vas cons true ted out of 20 gauge sheet 
metal . A cone of 1 rmn mesh mosquito netting 60 em tall with a 30 em 
diameter hole at the top and an 80 em diameter was taped to the 
outside of one end of the metal cylinder. Ropes were attached to 
the trap so that it could be carried between two people and dropped 
on the selected sample point. After 10 September the trap was 
carried by one person and tossed a short distance onto the desired 
areao 
The cylinder seemed to worl well. With the exception of large 
large grasshoppers, no animals were observed avoiding the trap. 
When a large grasshopper did avoid the trap it was caught by other 
mea s and added to the sampl r , is occurred only twice during the 
study. The trap usually landed flat with only a small bounce and 
could quickly be pressed into the soil if necessary. No small 
insects were observed passing through the 1 mm mesh netting at the 
top. Few insects ould climb the steel sides and those which flew 
up to the netting appeared to be too large to get through the 
netting. 
Art ropods and loose mat rial insid the trap were removed by 
the vacuum m ho ·mil r BaLrett (1968). Each point was 
vacuumed for on minu B Iore 1 June a vaculim sampler described 
by Chynoweth (1975) w s us d. This pp ratus was replaced for 
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sev ral reasons., 
On 19 June, and a ll the subsequent sample dates, a Montgomery 
Ward six gallon (22 . 7 liter) shop vacuum (Hodel TXK 5357) with a 
6 . 35 em (2.5 inch) diameter , 1. 8 m (6 foot) long hose and 50.8 em 
(20 inch) long e tension tube was used for sampling. 
Collecting bags were attached by a large rubber band to the 
inlet hose fitting inside the tank. Bags were made from pillow 
cases and were 81 em long, 32 em wide at the closed end, and 18 em 
wi e t t e open end . One bag was used for each collection point 
an returned to the laboratory for process ing . Bags clogged on 
occasion hen large pieces of plant material blocked the inlet 
fitti g or the bag . The one minute collecting time was stopped 
unt · l the ob t uction was cleared . 
Electricity for the vacuum cleaner ~vas provided by an 1100 
wa t, 3 hp gasoline-powered portable alternator (Sears model 
143 . 611042) . 3 . 5 m (100 foot) extension cord was used to 
conduct the el ctricit to tLe vacuum . 
~ o digit random number table was used to select six points 
on e ch site for each sampl ate . The decision to sample six 
points on each s " te was basi lly arbi tra r y but was important in at 
least two w y 
14 coll cti 
18 mpl ve 
wi h .100 points b in ed six at a time the planned 
s us m st of the points and the process ing of 
w w l"s b c m v ry time consumin g . 
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Sample Frequency 
Sampling was done every two weeks in order to monitor any 
sudden change in arthropod populations. The time of day that each 
site was sampled was held constant during the study except for two 
dates on which ASA security requirements caused a change of time. 
A total of 14 samples were taken from May until November on sites 1 
and 2. Sampling at site 3 was begun 3 weeks late. 
Sample Processing 
E traction and Storage 
The material collected by the vacuum was kept at 4° C (40° F) 
for storage of less than a month and at -1° C (30° F) if storage 
exceeded a onth . o significant decay of the arthropods was noted. 
Arthropods were removed from the debris with the unaided eye or 
,~·th a 7 st reo dissecting scope (Bausch and Lomb). Most of the 
samples ver p ssed through two sieves of 4 rnm and 1 rom square 
op n gs . trial 'hie did not pass through the 4 mm sieve was 
amine '\vith th unaid d eye. Material 1.-1hich wa:: too large to pass 
throug the 1 mm sieve was examined at 7X with the dissecting scope. 
rat rial which passed through the 1 mm sieve was ge nerally ignored. 
Sam sampl s c ntaining sand nd sh lls tvere plac d in water to 
allow the heav~ r sand and shells to settle out. All f loating and 
subrn rged org nic mat r"al va th n rem ved and dried befor visual 
nsp ction . 
11 arthr po s w r pr rv d in a pr serving solution of 
ith r 55 ~ ethyl leah , 35 % w t r 5% formaldehyde , and 51 
glacial acetic acid or 70% isopropyl alcohol. 
Identification 
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Arthropods were identified on the basis of their morphology and 
each type or "morphospecies" (Allan et al., 1973) was given a unique 
number (Barrett, 1968) referred to as its species number. This 
system was evidently used by Huddleston et al. (1971), Root (1973), 
and again by llan et al. (1975) either with all species assigned a 
number or only unidentified species. Species numbers 1 through 42 
in the present study were subjectively selected as being species 
t at ad of en been seen while the vacuum material was being 
visually inspected for arthropods. These were sent to the Division 
of Plant Industry, Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer 
S vice for identification by professional entomologistso Species 
numb rs 43 t roug 548 'toJ'ere assigned to ne"~;v morphospecies that were 
ncounte ed as the samples vere arnined in chronological order. 
tot 1 of 548 m rp ospecies were originally determined but the 
number 1:v-as reduc d to 521 when some morphospecies differences were 
sho n to b caus d by age, se , or damage . In the case f 
ho orne tabolic insects no £fort ~vas made to determine which larva 
an adult b long to th sa e ta onorni species; therefore, it is 
p obabl that some of the taxonomic speci s are listed as two 
d"f£ r nt morphospecics. Thi arran0 ement help d eliminat the 
problem of ssignin 0 h arne s ci s to two d i fferent trophic 
lev ls ~vi n h lif t ges ·ffer in th ir fe ding strategies. 
fter the morphos ci s pr cessin was compl te each specie 
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number was identi fied to fam~ly level or below with the exception 
of three insect morphospecies, most of the spiders, and all of the 
mites. Only the spider families easily recognized by their 
morp ology or the most common morphospecies were identified to 
family . This taxonomic information was used to determine the 
feeding habits of the arthropods . Refe rences used in identification 
included; Jacques, (1947); Smith, (1947); Van Pelt, (1947); Chu, 
(19 7) · Jacques, (1951); Helfer,. (1963); Borror and DeLong, (1971); 
and aston, (1972). 
·rophic Level Classificat io n 
Trop ·c levels assigned were: herbivore s, predators, 
parasitoids, omnivores , anc scavengers . These group s are somewhat 
arbitrar) and require some definition. 
erbiv r s re defi ed s arthropods feeding on plant so This 
g o p was aminated by insects wit tube - like mouth parts feeding 
n plan ju'c s i particular , leafhoppers (Homoptera: 
Cicadellidae) Tis ue feeders , such as grasshopper s (Orthoptera : 
Acrid"dae), and pollen and nectar feeders , suc h as be e s 
(Hym noptera: Apida ), constituted most of the remaining herbivores . 
Pred tors wer defined s arthropods which obtain t he ir food 
f om ._he bodies of other nimals . Predatory insects, such as 
lacetv · ngs ( uroptera: hrysopida ) ' nd all s id rs ( raneida) re 
includ d in tl . s ro Ins ts ho adult forms feed on the 
bloo £ v rt br tc r.v t i eluded i thi group. These included 
mosquitoes (D" t r : Culcid ) nd de r lies (Diptera: 
Tabanidae) • 
Parasitoids were defined as insects whose larvae lived inside 
and obtained their food from the bodies of other animals. The 
majority of these arthropods were wasps in the superfamilies 
Ichneumonoidea and Chalcidoidea of the order Hymenoptera. 
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Scavengers were defined as those arthropods which feed to a 
large extent on either plant or animal detrital material. A ~ide 
range of arthropods fitted this description including : bristle t ails 
(Thysanur · achilidae), eanvigs (Dermaptera : Labiidae), and 
pillbugs (Isopoda) -
Omnivores ~ere defined as arthropods that take a variety of 
food in each stage of their development . The only representatives 
of thi f ding classification were crickets (Orthoptera: 
Gryllid e) and ants (Hymenoptera : Forrnicidae) . Crickets feed on 
bot pl nt and a i al ., :~ri3l during each stage of their 
de lopmento 
ts could have be n considered omnivores because of their 
varied feed·ng habits but were kept separate because of their 
social living and underground n sting. The concentration of ants 
in n sts could produce v ry err tic data if samples included large 
numbers of ant tal·e irectly from disturbed coloni es. Their 
u dergro n n ts made p ssib damag from direct contact l;vi th 
solid ocl t exh st n om par bl to rthropods that "t;vere 
co st ntly e p d abov gr und 
Th pl _C m nt of rn rph sp i s in t rophic categories ,,.,as based 
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on Smith (1947), Van Pelt (1947)} and Borror and Delong (1971). 
Computer Analysis 
In order to more easily summarize the data generated by this 
study, computer analysis was employed. Two sets of computer cards 
'tvere used: data and labelo One data card was used for each species 
found at a collection point ; for example, if ten different species 
were found at a collection point, ten cards would be used for that 
collection point . Each data card recorded t he month, day, site, 
and collection point of the sample and the species number, total 
fiQm er of individuals, and number in each stage of development. 
The label cards ta onomically defined each species number, 
and it required two label cards for each of the 521 morphospecies. 
The first label card recorded the species number, class, order, 
suborder, superf mily, and family . The s ~econd card recorded the 
same species number vith the subfamily , genus, species, and 
rophic level . Such a breakdown ay se m superfluous, but it 
should be remembered that some of the arthropods were not readily 
identifi d to family · this break ~.vn simplifies using various 
taxonomic groupi gs . 
The computer greatly simplified t dious sorting and counting 
in nsity measurements and in the cal ulation of species 
divers·cy. Density va calculate for ach 0.5 m2 sample, averaged 
for all si int n nv rted t the number of individuals er 
' 
2 m • w· th th inv lv d lcul tion liminnt d it was practical to 
do diversity indi es r e ch sampl point rather than combining 
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the six points into one sample. Diversity values were calculated 
2 for each 0.5 m on e.ach sample date. No attempt was made to 
transform this into a per m2 value. 
RE SULTS A D DI SCUSSION 
Arthropod Compo s i tion 
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Four classes of the Phylum Ar thr opoda were represented in the 
samples with Insecta and Arachni da be ing the most prevalent . The 
Crustacea were represented by two mor phospecies of sowbugs 
(Isopoda), and Diplopoda was represented by one morphospecies of 
Pol y enus sp. (Polyxenida), a small millipede bearing many 
bristles . Two arachnid orders were present ; Araneida (spiders ) 
vit 124 morphospecies and Acari (mite s ) with 10 morphospecies. 
aoy smalle r art ropods) including mite s (Ac ari) and springtails 
(Insecta: Co llembola) , 11ere not seen sinc e they passed through the 
siev s . Th e re ults are congruent \.Ji th Hudd les t on (1971), 
Chyno~ve t ( 975) , and Tolbert (1975) . 
I c t ere the most numerous of the arthropods, comprising 
90% of the indivi uals coll cted and 74io of t he morphospecies . 
Shmn in Figure 2 are the percentages of the co l lections that were 
insects b site and date . Ins cts cons ti t uted 85% to 95% of the 
individuals d ring most of the study with occas ional percentages 
outside t his rang,e . On no d t~.- did i ns ects mal~e up l e ss than 0/o 
or more than 98io of th sampl . 
In c t i d n i £ · t ion to t h f m i 1 y l ve 1 \vas ne r 1 y com p 1 e t e 
wi th 11 9 am · lies i n 15 ord r (T bl 6) . Three morphospecies of 
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Fig. 2. P rcentage of arthropod collections that were insects from 
the three study sites on th Canaveral Peninsula, May-November 1975. 
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Table 6. Insect orders and families represented in the samples 
and the number of individuals collected at each study site on the 





























































































Table 6. Continued 
Qlrder- or 
Family 








































1 2 3 
46 6 25 
291 110 111 
68 70 33 
34 1 6 
4 
3 l 1 
12 14 12 
432 886 409 
165 1 
16 1 1 
161 853 383 
2 
4 4 6 
5 1 
78 18 18 
1 
l 8 
189 95 83 
7 
1 




59 34 6 
1 1 
1 
5 2 3 
21 3 
1 












1 2 3 
Coleoptera (cont . ) 
Mordellidae 5 5 4 
Scarabaeidae 6 2 42 
Stap ylinidae 9 1 
Tenebrionidae 13 13 7 
europtera 13 18 9 
Ascalaphidae 1 
Chrysopidae 4 9 2 
Hemerob"idae 1 
Myrmeleontidae 8 9 6 
Lepidoptera 67 16 17 
Arcti~dae 7 
Coleophoridae 1 1 
Ge echiidae 14 2 l 
Geometridae 1 7 4 
Gracilariidae 4 1 
He1coniidae 1 
Lyonetiidae 2 
octuidae 3 1 4 
Olethreut~da 3 1 
Phaloniida 1 
Psychidae 4 2 
Pterophori ae 3 1 
Pyralidae 20 2 6 
Tortricidae 3 
Dipt r 61 26 74 
Anthomyzid e 6 3 1 
Bomblyliidae 3 1 1 
Cecidomyiidae 1 2 
Chironomidae 1 
c 0 opid e 16 6 9 
Culcidae 1 
Dolochopodidae 7 15 
Drosophilid 3 4 2 
Empidae 5 36 
Milichiidae 14 1 2 
Phoridae 1 
Table 6 Continued . 
Order or 
Family 
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22 8 11 
4 1 2 
2 
46 6 25 
6 3 1 
1 
4 2 2 
1 
5 , 395 974 925 
4 4 3 









individuals were collected. Some errors in identification are 
probable in the larval Lepidoptera and adult Lepidoptera and 
Diptera. 
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Other arthropods were determined to various taxonomic levels. 
Spiders belonging to easily recognized families and three of the 
most numerous morphospecies were identified to family but the 
others were not (Table 7). 
The old f ields on the Canaveral Peninsula yielded arthropods 
in 15 or ers and 119 families, among which 521 morphospecies were 
·dentified . llan et al. (1975) collected arthropods by sweep 
nett'ng info r types of fields in Maryland. Their fallow old 
field produced a total of 12 orders, 86 families, and 195 species 
from collections in June and Jul • Huddleston (1971) reported 10 
·nsect rders 35 famil ies, and 150 morphospecies or species from 
grazed p stu es. Hi samples \..rere extracted by a Berlese funnel 
me ho after col lee ion \vi th quick traps and a "D-vac". In e\v 
York, Root (1973) identified lO insect orders, 59 families, and 
more han 21 species on collards planted in a meadow . In 
compa ison with ot er single season studies, the Florida old 
fie ds p ear to have a great r arthropod species richness. This 
r sult may b s u ious, sin Evans and Murdoch (1968) found 15 
ins ct ord 
' 
nor than 168 families , and 169 species in a nine 
year stu y 0 n ban on fi d i: . ·1ich · n. They concluded that 
1,.000-2,000 sp ci s m' ght be collected yearly with the proper 
t chniqu s. 
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Table 7. Non-ins ect arthropod classes and families and number of 
individuals collected a t each study site on the Canaveral 





































aSome of th s iders, all other arachnids, and all of the crustacea 




Arthropod density (no./m2) over the period of study is shown 
in Figure 3 and further summari zed in Table 8. The average density 
for the entire study was 98 .85 ~vi th sites 1, 2, and 3 having 
densities of 179 . 47, 63 . 71, and 53.38, respectively. ·Numbers of 
arthropods on all three sites increased to a peak in early November 
and then declined . 
Removal of the ants , 59i'o of the individuals, from the 
calculations of density on the three study sites yields different 
results (Table 8). The very high density for site 1 on 5 November 
was due to direct sampling of a fire ant (Solenopsis sp.) colony 
\ hich contributed 18% (2,263 ants) of the 12, 296 individuals 
call cted during the study (Figure 2) . Other dates with 
e ce tion lly high densities (17 and 31 July, 27 August, 10 
September, nd 19 ovember) may be explained by t he numerical 
dominance of ants in t ,ose sampl s (Figures 3 and 7). The overall 
density of arthropods on the three study sit2s was reduced to 41.27 
\vrhen ants vere ,e eluded . Average densities \vithout ants for sites 
1, 2, and 3 were 51 . 93, 41 . 57, and 30.31. 
Th peak in density on 3 July at site 1 can be reduced by 
xclud"ng all aphids H mopt r :. Aphididae because 152 of the 166 
aphid coll cted ' n the tudy were fr om site 1 on 3 Jul -· 
and all but n indiv 'dual w r fo und orr site 1. This reduced the 
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Fig. 3. Art ropod dens~ty on the thre sites on the Canav ral 
Peninsula, May-Nov mber 1975o • 
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Table 8a Comparisons of the density and trophic composition of 
arthropods f rom the three study sites on the Canaveral Peninsula 
based on mean of the average values for each date and site, 
May - ovember 1975. 
Sites Average 
Site Compar i son of 
Sites 
1 2 3 
Density (no. /m2) 
Arthropods 179 . 47 63 . 71 53.38 98.95 
Arthropods minus ants 51 . 93 41.57 30 .31 41.27 
Arthropods minus 
ants and aphids 47 . <36 41 . 50 30.31 39a89 
Trophic Level 
H rbivores 28 . 69 28.75 17.68 25.03 
Predators 16.78 8 .42 9 .3 0 11.50 
Parasitoids 1 . 26 o. 67 0.62 0 . 7 6 
Sc ven ers 2 . 57 1 . 45 1. 67 1.90 
Omnivores l . 67 1.17 0.28 1. 04 
nts 127 . 7 9 23 . 19 23 . 69 58.22 
Composition (%) 
Ants a 57 . 00 31.50 40 .85 47.97 
H rbivores 22 . 29 43o71 32a92 32.97 
Pr daters 14o93 16 . 29 20 .77 17.33 
Oth rsb 5. 79 8 . 50 5 . 46 6.58 
aeon idered sep rat fr m th ot r omniv es 
b Omnivor ( th r th n ants), and Parasitoids Scav n rs, s 
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average overall density to 39.89. Average densities for sites 1, 
2, an 3 become 47 .86 , 41.50, and 30 .31 respectively . Thus site 1 
is the most densely populated with or without the ants and aphids 
and sites 2 and 3 rank second and thirdo 
The arthropod density of the Florida old fields ranged from 8 
to 945 per m2 , and averaged 99 per m2 • These densities were 
some at lot..rer than those reported by other workers. Wolcott 
(1918) sampled invertebrates from two vacant lots in Champaign, 
Illino1s from Sep ember to May using a small enclosure and an 
a esthetic before visua ly sorting through the material. Although 
a small area, 0 . 518 ft 2 (0 . 048 m
2
) , \vas sampled, a range of 599 to 
914 a thropods per m2 was found (n = 70). Huddleston (1971) found 
art ' ropod nsities · n grazed pastures to range from 30 to 1853 
p r rthropods on a four year old fa l low field in Georgia 
ra ged rom 200 per m2 in 2 pril to 750 perm in May (Od~ et al., 
974). 
The large number of nts fo d \-Jas expected. McAtee (1907) 
ind1cate ants represented 83% of the total arthropods he collected 
1n a Washington m ado~v . Ants are favored by dry soil conditions 
o th old fi 1 s B f£ington , 1967) . However , the numerical 
dom·n nee f the ants rnak s density comparisons among sites less 
me ingful rno 1 o ants from th ta indicated the old fields 
upport d r th r imil r numb r ther rthropods . Rice (1935) 
lso lirninat d ants fr m d nsity unts bee use she believed the 
number of ant collect d w s more d pend nt on the number foraging 
at the time of co llection than on the number actually present. 
Trophic Level Density 
All arthropods were assigned to a trophic level based on the 
family descriptions in Borror and DeLong (1971). Ants were 
considered omnivores for simplicity but were kept separate from 
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the other omnivores. Holometabolic insects with different feeding 
habits in larval and adult stages were classified by the life stage 
at and with the exception of parasites . In t his system a 
L pidopt ra larva ould be a herbivo,re on tissue and the adult 
~ oul be a h rb ·vore on pollen and/or nectar. On the other hand, 
a Tachinid fl y would be classified as a parasite even though the 
adult is not parasitic 
The ensity of herbivores for each site and date is shown in 
Fi ure 4. 11 t ree site appear to show a peak in Ju ly and a 
sec nd peak in Octob r . The overal average denslty of herbivores 
fo all thr sit s ~as 5 . 03 wit sites 1, 2, and 3 having 
averag densities of 28 . 69, 28 . 75, and 17.68 respectively 
(Tab! 8) .. 
Th oscillations in herbivore density mainly re fl ect changes 
in 1 fhopp r ab nd nee (Figure 4). According to Genung and Mead 
(196 ), th m re c mmo l af ppers coll cted on pasture gras ses 
in th Evergl d h w d \vi variation in numbers from month to 
montl . L afh pp r domi t he H y and June samples of 
Huddl ston et 1. ( 1971) nd form d ne nsity peak during the 
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Fig. 4. Herbiv(~re density on the three sites on the Canaveral 
P ninsula May-November 1975. 
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Fals chinch bugs (Hemiptera: Lygaeidae) formed a second density 
peak in July, August , and September producing a bimodal density 
pattern in which the low spot between peaks occurred in late June 
instead of August as in Figure 4 . 
agel (1973) found leafhoppers to be one of the three most 
numero s ins ects in an area of true prairie in Kansas. The other 
two most numerous insects were long-horned grasshoppers 
(0 thoptera· Tettigoniidae) and short-horned grasshoppers 
(0 thopt r . Acrididae) . Although samples were taken on only four 
d t s (June through ugust) , the homopterans show-ed bimodal density 
curves wi th t e highest peaks on the first and fourth sample dates. 
The significance of this bimodal trend in only four sample dates is 
doubt u but does agree ith other studies including the present 
inv st gat'on . The lesser importance of grasshoppers in the 
present stu las due to the lack of a den e grass layer. 
F · gu 5 sho s th density of predators and parasitoids 
througho t t s ud . Predators did not follow the peaks of the 
herb · vores o any noti bl e tent · owever, there appeared to be 
a grad al rise in predator d nsity through the study . The average 
ov, rall de ns ity o pre at r was 11 . 50 , \vith sites 1, 2, and 3 
havin av rages of 16.78 8 . 42 , and 9 .30 respectively (Table 8). 
Tl v 11 va1u £ 4 pred tors 1: 100 herbivores was 
simil r to l's 1973) r ult f 142 n nherbivores (predators, 
p r sit "ds, s a en ers, and n n£ d r eluding mixed feeders) 
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Fig. 5. Predator and parasitoid density on the three study sites 





predators on collards planted in an old field with one predator 
for every 191 herbivores on average with a range of 67 to 402 
herbivores for each predator depending on the year and location in 
the plot. 
Regression analysis of predator density against herbivore 
density and the density of all arthropods except predators 
revealed correlations among these trophic levels (Table 9). 
Change in the density of predators was significantly correlated 
(Freund, 1970) with herbivore abundance on sites 1 ( r = 0.636, 
p<0.05, 14 df) and 2 (r = 0.548, p < 0 . 05 , 14 df). The same 
relationship was not significant (p > 0 . 05) on site 3. 
The regression of predator density on the density of all 
other arthropods produced larger correlation coefficients for 
sites 2 and 3 than vhen only herbivores \ere considered (Table 9). 
The correlatio coefficients for the three sites were significant 
(p<0.05) an the v lues for sites 2 and 3 highly significant 
(p<O.Ol). Thus from 37 to 70/o of the varia tion in predator 
densit caul be accounted for by variation in the density of all 
other arthropods in the sam les. 
A composite sample was produc d by combining the density 
valu s for the thr e sites on each date. The 13 June sample for 
site 3 was added to the 6 Jun s mples from sites 1 and 2. This 
effectiv ly incr sed the sampl size to 18 0.5 m2 samples. The 
corr lation or erb "vores versus predators was highly significant 
( r = 0 • 7 3 5 , p < 0 • 0 1 , 14 d £) • A s 1 i gh t 1 y lower but s t i ll hi o h 1 Y 
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Table 9. Linear regression results for predators and parasitoids 
versus herbivores and all other arthropods except the predators or 
parasitoids on each site and a composite formed by combining the 
three study sites. 
Factors Site N Regression Equation r 
Herb. X Pred. Sl 14 = 8.04 + 0.305X 0 .• 636* 
Herb. X Fred. S2 14 = 4.48 + 0 .137X 0. 548-;'~ 
Herb. X Pred. S3 13 = 6.89 + 0.137X 0.439 
11 oth rs Pre Sl 14 = 12.14 + 0.029X 0. 615~~ 
11 others X Fred. S2 14 = lolS + Ool32X o. 84Q·;'d\' 
All others Pred. S3 13 = 3.97 + O.l21X 0. 7 71 -;'~--)~ 
Herbo Para. Sl 14 = 0.68 + 0.020X 0.464 
H rb. P ra. S2 14 = 0.21 ' O.Ol6X o. 7 89-;'•* -r 
Herb X Pa a. S3 13 = 0.40 + O.Ol2X 0 . 289 
11 others Pa a. Sl 14 = 0.84 + 0.002X 0.569* 
11 ot ers p ra. S2 14 = 0.03 + O.OlOX 0.899** 
11 others Para. S3 13 = 0 .3 6 + 0.005X 0.255 
erb. Pr d Corn. 14 = 13 .01 + 0.283X 0. 7 35•b'• 
All t ers P'r d. Com. 14 = 20.86 + o.osox 0. 7 26""""''" 
H rb. Para. Com. 14 = 0.75 + 0.023X 0.87]-}ck 
11 others p ra. Com. 14 = 1.46 + 0.003X 0.748** 
*Significant r-values not likely to have been produced by chance 
( p < 0 • 0 5) (Freund , 19 7 0) 
,','/( 
(p <0.01) 
significant corre l ation was found be tween all arthropods except 
predators and predators (r = 0 . 7 26, p < 0. 01, 14 df). 
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The correlati on va l ue s f or pr edators ,i ndicated reasonable 
re l ations ips between predator density and herbivore density and 
stronger correlations between predator densi ty and the density of 
all other arthropods for s i tes 2 and 3. The sli gh t decrease in r 
value.s for site 1 may be due t o the gr eater number of ants. 
T e greater correlations between pr edators and all other 
arthropods on sites 2 and 3 may have i ndicated t ha t predators 
~nc e sed more when the total population increased than when only 
the herbivores increased. However , t h i s pr esumes a causal 
rel tionship vhich was not proven . The pr obab le co~clusion is 
that predators make up a more constant pr oportion of the 
commun·ty tha herbivores . 
llan et al. (1973) regressed the numbe r of spiders a gainst 
he number of dult insects taken in sweep net samples at f ive 
d. er nt sit s in Puerto Rico . Alth ough only a scat te r gram is 
sho'tvn, the correlation coeff i cient , calcula t ed from other data, 
\v s 0 963. This high correlat i on \vas not found benveen the 
predators and herbivores in the present stud partly because 
ot ' er r daters in addition to sp i ders '\ere inc l uded and 
call ction m thods were differ nt . Another di f ference is the lack 
of ants t k n in t S\ve p nets. nts are usua ll r datory to 
some degree and c rtainly shoul ve had some effect o~ the 
other trophic 1 vel • Th corr la t i n c ff icients f or pr edators 
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versus all other arthropods (Table 9) indicate that the great 
abundance of ants at site 1 changed in density in roughly the 
same pattern as the herbivore abundance, ·since the correlation 
coefficients for site 1 are nearly the same. However, at sites 
2 and 3, where ants are not as r..umerous , the additional trophic 
groups increased the correlation coefficients by roughly 0.3. 
These contradictory results obscure the possible relationships 
ben~een the predators and other trophic levels. 
Parasi oids, defined as adult insects \vith parasitic life 
histori _s, were present at lo1;v densities on most s&~ple dates and 
2 never e ceeded 3 perm for a given site and date (Figure 5), 
Sites 2 and 3 sho~;ed o obvious trends in density, whereas site 1 
e h"bited n appare t bimodal trend. The overall average density 
las 0 .76 p r m2 ith sites 1, 2 , and 3 averaging 1.26, 0.67, and 
0.62 respectively (T ble 8) . 
Th low ensity of parasitoids was to be expected according 
o oot (1973) ad ag 1 (1973), because the internal larval 
parasitoids co ld n t be counted. Parasitoid density may have 
also b en affected by territoriality in which asps deposit a 
deterr nt chemical at t e oviposition site that repels 
co sp cifics Price, 1975). 
Lin r regression of p r itoid d nsity versus herbivore 
d nsity d the e sity of all arthrop d except parasitoids also 
r v aled carr lati n betw n th se groups (Table 9). 
C rr 1 t~on b twe herbivor s nd p rasitoids was hi 0 h1y 
significant on site 2 (r = 0.789 , P < 0 .01 , 14 df) but not 
significant for sites 1 and 3 (p) 0 . 05) . 
Correlation between all arthropods except parasitoids and 
parasitoids was significant for site 1 (r = 0 .569, p< 0.05, 
14 df) and highly significant for site 2 (r = 0.899, p< 0.01, 
14 df). Correlation on site 3 was not significant (p)O.OS). 
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When the three sites are combined for each sample date, as 
done wit the predators above, the relationship between he rbivores 
and parasitoids was highly significant (r = 0.877 , p < 0 . 01, 
14 df) The correlation of all arthronods except parasitoids 
versus parasitoids was substantially lower but still highly 
significant (r -:::; Oo 748, p < 0.01 , 14 df). 
The regression of parasitoids against herbivores and a l l other 
arthropods c pt pa asitoids are all affected by the very low 
n f par sitoi s present The correlation values for site 2 
r hi her than th ot er wo sites and the coefficient for 
parasito"ds ve sus all ot er arthropods is larger than for 
pa s't ids v rsu herbivores It is possible that this high 
regression valu is a product of a cause and effect relationship . 
Th d lt pa sitoids ar kno n to be mostly pollen and nectar 
fe d rs (Borro and D Long, 1971) and, as previously mentioned, 
m ny m-rlr th re s th y h ~-lith a sc nt repellent to 
conspecifics and some other p ci s (Pric 1975) . Th paucit of ' 
fl w ri g pl n s on it 2 , t c nsist nt dens ity of the 
p rasitoids igur 4), n th hi 0 h p rcentage (80% ) of change in 
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parasitoid density accounted for by changes in the density of the 
other arthropods indicate that the low density reflected 
individuals searching for prey and not food plants. The parasitoid~ 
at sites 1 and 3 are not as closely correlated with the other 
arthropods and may be more closely related to the available 
flowers 11hich serve as an adult food source. 
Figure 6 s orJs the density of the scavengers and omnivores. 
Scavengers ~vere present in low densities never exceeding an 
a rag of 7 per m2 per collection date and were occasionally 
err t•c from date to date. A sligh t overall trend toward increasing 
de sity may be present for sites 1 and 3 with site 2 remaining 
stable . Overall average scavenger density was 1. 90 per m2 \vith 
sites 1, 2, and 3 averaging 2 . 57, 1 . 45 , and 1.67 respectively 
(Tabl 8) 
The densi of om ivores (e eluding ants) t nded to increase 
ne r h d of the study but n ver exceeded per m2 for a given 
site nd date (Figure 5). The overall average omnivore density 
~vas 1 . 04 \vith sites 1, , and 3 having average densities of 1.67, 
1.17, and 0.28 respectively (Table 8). 
The sc vengers and omnivores (excluding ants) made up a very 
small part of t arthropod ommunity of the old f ields. Root 
(1973) rep rt d imil r indin in his collard plantings . 
Sc v nd omnivor s m y h v be n influenc d b the ants 
.vhich coul compet -.tith them directly. The apparently lol-l amount 
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Fig 6. Scavenger and omnivore (excluding ants) density on the 
three study sit s on the Canaveral Peninsula , May-November 1975. 
them. The presence of sowbugs (Isopoda) at site 1 indicated that 
at least a small amount of humid detritus existedo Site 1 was 
also significantly more humid than the other sites. 
F · gure 7 shO\vS the density of ants during the study. A 
generally increasing trend in density occurred on sites 2 and 3 
~th site 1 also showing an erratic but noticeable trend toward 
i creasing density. The sharp changes in density at site 1 are 
due almost entirely to samples \olhich included fire ants 
(Solenop ·s sp.) .• The number of ants collected depended on the 
pro iroity of the sample point to a colony and the level of 
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foragi _g act" it As previously noted, the large peak in density 
for site 1 on 5 o ember vas due to direct sampling of a colony. 
Ove rall ave rage de sit of ants was 58 .2 2 with sites 1, 2, and 3 
h v"ng d nsiti s of 1_7.79, 23.19, and 23.69 respectively (Table 8). 
The presenc of large numbers of ants, especially fire ants 
(Sol ta) at site 1) is not unusual since ants have 
achi ved a high level of ecological importance in most parts of the 
world 0 ilso , 1971). The most important characteristic of ants is 
obviously t i social behavior \vhich produces \vhat some workers 
re er to as a '·'superorganism' (Hilson, 197 1) 41 
The differences in the numb r of fire ants on site l relative 
to sits 2 and 3 c nnot be rea il· xpl ined. It is possible that 
s·t 1 had better food sourc since arthropods tvere more 
abund nto It is also possibl th t the fire nt ol nics n ar 
sites 2 n 3 w r youn
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Fig .• 7 Density o f ants on the three study sit,es on the Canaveral 
PeninsuLa, May-Novemb r 1975 
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reached the size of the colony at site 1. The third possibility 
is that sites 2 and 3 l:vere laid out some distance from the nearest 
colony while site 1 happened to be estab l ished around a colony or 
the colony later moved into the areao Whatever the reason it is 
apparent that fire ants were much more numerous at site 1. 
Trophic Structure by Percentage 
A comparison of the three areas was made by calculating the 
per cent of the arthropods in each feeding gr oup by sample. This 
procedure anticipates that the trophic levels of similar habitats 
should be present in roughly constant fract ions regardless of 
diffel:"ences in density, Figure 8 sho'(vS the percentage breakdown 
for ants, herbivores , predators, and other group s for each sample 
ate, and site averages are in Table 8 . The predominance of ants 
is asil seen, especially on site 1~ The ants on sites 2 and 3 
sh v d a rising trend until September ·Hith a de.cline thereafter. 
Si e 3 ma have increased in the percentage of ants near the end of 
the study due to the mo~ving which occurred at · t he end of Octo her. 
As e pee ted, herbivores \vere usually more numerous than 
predators In a study of t\vO crop fields and b .vo fallow fields in 
M rylatd, llan et al (1975) found 60-90~ of the individuals to 
b herbivor s with t' e f 11 w field (old field) having lower 
p rcentages of h rbiv r So 
Th p rc ntage of pr d tors f r each site was very similar 
during much of the study with occ sional lar e differences (Figure 
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and 3 having mean percentages of 14.93, 16.29, and 20.77 (Table 8). 
The percentage of predators among all arthropods (15-21%) was 
comparable to the values of 13% and 33% obtained by Allan et al. 
(1973) in S\veep net samples from two abandoned pastures in Puerto 
Rico . 
Figure 9 shows the percentage predators plotted against the 
density of all other arthropods except predators. Sites 2 and 3 
produced points vh~ch are generally in the same area. Most of the 
poi ts for sit 1 lie outside those of sites 2 and 3 and indicated 
the same percentage of predators for a greater density of all other 
a thropo s. This suggested that all three sites have an equivalent 
percentage of predators regardless of the differences in density 
o he other trophic levels and thus predator abundance is density 
i dependent xcept at lov densities or the one case of extremely 
igh densit • This density independence is not shown as widely 
catter d poin s 'tvith little pattern, which Varley et al. (197 3:19, 
Fig. 2.6D) c lled 1 catastrophic", but as a group of points 
Lndicating a horizontal line. In this case the density 
independence is ex res sed as a constant proportion (Pianka, 
1974: 87) as sh ~.,rn in Va 1 y et al. (1973: 19, Fig. 2 . 6C) • It 
must b rem mber d that densit d pendence and independence are 
usu lly mpl yed to describ an eff ct (predation or mortalit ) . 
In surmnary, t tr p · 1 v 1 p rcent s for the three sites 
shown in i gure 8 rev al d differ nces bet'toleen site 1 and sites 2 
































































































































































































































































































With the ants excluded , the ass umpt ion holds that site 1 was 
composed of similar trophic proportions as sites 2 and 3. 
Herbivores and predators make up 52-62/o and 26 - 35% of the 
remaining arthropods, respectively. This indicated that the three 
sites we e basically similar in the percentage of arthropods in 
each trophic level, with site 1 having a higher overall density. 
Dominance-Diversity Relations 
Relative Abundance of Insect Families 
Figure 10 compares the sites on the basis of the number of 
i iv"duals for each fami ly with the families ranked in descending 
order for each s ite . The order of families differs among the sites 
so that a given point on the abscissa may represent up to three 
diffe ent f amilies. This gives a visual representation of family 
level diversity a d quitability . The abundance -diversity curve 
for s ~ te 1 is more elevated than the other t:\vo sites, but otherwise 
p rall ls tl em Sites 2 and 3 are remarkably similaro All three 
sit s follov the same trend in that a ne 0 ative exponential decline 
i t e numerical importance of families is sho\vno The most connnon 
fam·lies were xceptions to this rule, howevero 
The relative bund nee of insect families indicated that the 
thre sites h ve similar relative distt"ibutions of families in 
t rms of individu l as evi · n ed by th rough ly parallel lines 
(Figure 10). This s pported the above d scription of site 1 as 
h v·n p cent g s of pr d tors and h rbivor s similar to s i tes 2 
and 3, but a high r d nsityo Thus, in terms of ins c t family 
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Ins c Famili Arranged in Descending Order by the Number 
of Individuals 
Fig. 10. The ev n ss of distribution of individuals among the 
insect families, for the thre·e study sites on the Canaveral 
Peninsula, May-November 1975., 
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ranking by number of individuals, sites 2 and 3 ruay be considered 
very similar to site 1 which had generally more individuals in 
each family. 
Cumulative umber of Species Collected 
Figure 11 compares the cumulative number of species collected 
at each s ite over the period of studyo New species continued to 
be encountered throughout the study. The trend in species 
accumulation was similar on sites 2 and 3, however, site 1 
accumu ated species at a greater rate than either site 2 or 3o 
The appearance of new morphospecies throughout the study probably 
reflects the temporal division of resources by the species 
(Schoener, 1974) Also , certain species might have also migrated 
into or from the area at various times of the yearo 
inear regression of the cumulative number of species against 
the numb r of t1e sample date (sites 1 and 2, 1-14; site 3, l-13) 
produced slopes (b) of 27 .3, 16 . 9 , and 18.0 for sites l, 2, and 3 
respectively . These slop values e s timate the relative rate of 
speci s accumulation during the study and show that ne\~ species 
were encountered at site 1 bout;: 1.5 times as fast as at sites 2 
and 3 . 
Th greater rate of speci s accumulation and total number of 
species t s · te 1 agre d with pr vious m asures ~vhich indicated 
gr ater den ity of individuals nd numb r of families. The 
roughly uniform rat of increase £ r 11 the sites indicated that 
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F:igo llo Cumulative number of species collected on the three 




number of species appeared to be roughly constant · since each line 
was quite straight. 
Analysis o f variance of the weekly relative humidities for 
the sites showed that site 1 had significantly higher relative 
humidity (p < 0. OS) • Linear regress ion of humidity and the number 
of species shotved that only 16% of the change in species number 
could be attributed to changes in the relative humidityo 
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Other environmental factors such as rainfall, sunlight, noise, 
wind speed nd direction , and salt spray were not measured but 
there \vas little evidence that these factors varied greatly among 
the three sites e cept during the missile launch itselfo The 
possibility of previous conditions, such as an extremely cold or 
dry winter, affecting one s ite was doubtful, since no mention of 
e traordinar conditions from February 1974 through January 1975 
was made by Chynoweth (1975). 
Differences in vegetation probably caused the variation in 
the number and rate of accumulation of arthropod specieso Hurdoch 
et alo (1972) concluded that plant species diversity and foliage 
height diversity correla t d will with herbivore insect diversity. 
They found the relationship to be clear in comparisons of different 
fields but weak whe n comparing small areas within f ield. 
Although 0 dir t m sur m nts were mad of plant diversity or 
foliag h ight div rsity, th sp cies list of plants (Table 5) 
indicates that site 1 was richer in sp cies. Most of these 
additional plant speci s were r pr sent d by very few individuals 
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and were not uniformly distributed within the site. The abundance 
of the Partridge Pea (Cassia f asiculata) at site 1 may have 
contributed to the greater number of insect species, especially 
during July and the first hal f of August when the plants matured 
and f lmvered . 
Community Structure 
The description of a community in terms of the number of 
species and the distribution of the individuals among the species 
is a changing science . Many of the various indices put forth to 
quant~fy these relationships are being modified as new information 
becomes knmvn . Some of these indices have been challenged 
recently on the grounds t at they are based on the total number of 
species in the are (universe) instead of the number of species in 
in t ' e sa ple (Peet, 1975) . Because the total number of species is 
ot s ally d termi ed , the number of s pecies collected is used, 
thus resulting in consistent overest imation of evenness and 
variations in the indices caused by changes in the number of 
species due to sam ling variation . Goodman (1975: 244) concurred 
:Vith Feet in calling the Shannon-Weaver i ndex udubious" and 
stating that, "T e biological meaning of what it represents is 
uncl ar; and ther are no available criteria for precisely 
m sur~ng c mm nit) iv rsit und r natural cond itions." 
The rthr od collected in thi study \vere analyzed by f our. 
indices used t 
nalys s r b 
et rrnine th structur e of th communityo These 
on six 0 . 5 m- samples f or each site on each 
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da e . Mean values of these indices for each site over the period 
of study are shown in Table 10 . 
Spe~ies Richness 
The number of species collected on each date for each site is 
shot.vn i Figure 12 . All three sites tended toward more species 
until the last of October or first of November. Site 1 has 
consisten ly higher richness (65.79 per 3m2) with sites 2 (40o57 
per 3 m2) and 3 (42.15 per 3 m2) having similar richness. 
Species ric ness of sites l and 3 decreased for one or bvo 
sampl s in ugust and then returned to their former levels 
(Figure 12) . This may have been caused by the decline in the 
flotvYering of the Partridge Pea (Cassia fasiculata) which was found 
onl on sit s l and 3 . The second decl ine came at the end of the 
tu y it sites 1 and 2 declining on the last sample date and site 
3d c ·n · ng for the 1 st two ample dates. The last sample date 
follo he t ·rst cold weather f t e fall producing temperatures 
of 10°C (SO F) l ich are lov enough to reduce the activity of or 
kil man insects th t are adjusted to warmer temperatures 
(Chapman, 1969) . Site 3 \vas ma~ved before the ,last two collection 
d t s and h.'s m y [ ve r du ed the number of species present or 
he e fici cy f the samplin m thod . 
Allan t al. (1 73) coll t d 35 and 51 spe ie of arthropods 
w· th S\v e n s n i mpl s from t\v ar as of s cond gro'tvth 
ve g at ion n Pu rt ic Root (1973) ~oll c t d 265 peci s of . 
rthropods rom coll rd (Br ) growing in meadows 
59 
Table 10 o J.vlean diversity indices for the study . Species richness 
is expressed as species per 3 m2 and i ndiv i dua l s per species is a 
ratio without units. The other indices ar e f or a OoS m2 area. 
Si t es 
Index 
1 2 3 
Species Richness 65.79 40.57 42.15 
Individuals per species 8.18 4 . 71 3.80 
Sl.mpson* 0.172 0 . 224 0.193 
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in a three year study. Allan et al. (1975) collected arthropods 
by sweep netting in two f ormer pastures in Maryland . In one 
pasture, unused for five years , 165 species were found in June 
61 
and 233 species in July. In the other field, which had been 
ungrazed for 12 years , 195 spec ies were collected in June and in 
July . Thus these results were near the values found in the present 
study, which ranged from 42 to 66 species per 3 m2. None of the 
values in the other studies can he related directly as the number 
of species per 3 m2 because they were done with sweep nets. 
Average ·umber of Individuals per Species 
Figure 13 shows the average number of individuals per species 
for eac sample date . Amo g the areas, site 1 had the highest 
avera e number of individuals per species on 9 of the 14 sample 
dates . Ho'!eve the data '!ere highly variable throughout the study. 
Data for site 2 tend to be erratic with no pronounced trend over 
th p riod of stud . The general trend on site 3 was toward more 
individuals per sp cies as the season progressed . Average 
indivi a s per species vas similar on sites 2 (4 . 71) and 3 (3 .80) 
and greater on site 1 (8.18) (Tabl 10). 
Th av rag number of individu ls per species provided an 
indicati n of speci s diver it but gave no inf ormation on the 
evenness r qu·tabilit r o£ th individuals distribution among the 
sp ci Th s if ther is a community f 00 individuals 
re res nting 5 species or 20 individuals per species then there is 
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F'igCI 13. Average number of individuals per species on the three 
study sites on the Canaveral Peninsula, May-November 1975. 
each species or 96 individuals in 1 species and 1 individual in 
each of the 4 other species. Changes in the number of ants or 
other species usually pres~nt in large numbers show up readily, 
ho~-1ever . 
Because the avera0 e number of individuals per species 
reflected density and species richness,. site 1 might be similar 
to sites 2 and 3 if both density and species richness increased 
in proper proportion . Hm·ever, comparisons between the sites 
·ndicated t at site 1 exceeded the other sites in density more 
than i species richness. Iuch of this greater density was due 
to one sample containing many ants. 
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Allan et al. (1973) had individuals to species ratios of 4.14 
and 19.23 in ~vo ifferent fields in Puerto Ricco The larger 
ratio 't.Jas due mai ly to man immature Orthoptera and adult 
omopte a. oot (1973) found slightl higher individuals to 
s eci ratio o _Q. 6 on collards planted in an old field. About 
65% of the approximat 1 60,000 individuals were of the one 
species most sue ss ul at expl itin.s the new resource. Allan et 
a1. (1975) c l1ect d 10 . 75 individuals per species in an old 
ield nd 39 . 22 inJivi u 1 per species in a fallow blue grass 
field. The m an values (Table 10) recorded in the pres nt study 
w r owe th these v lues. trs stu y co erned field insect 
u t · 1 i zing a n ~v d s urc nd b th Allan et 1. (1973) and llan 
t 1. ( 197 5) T// p rently done in ·r as of rich r plant life 
'"h · ch rn h r 1 ed sev ral sp cies at high densities. In 
any event , the data produced in th present study were reaso nably 
consistent with alues in the literature . 
Dive ·sity I ndices 
Indices of diversity (Simpson and Shannon-Weaver) we.re 
calculated for each point sampled and averaged to produce a mean 
value per 0.5 m2 on each date. 
Simpson Inde 
Si pson (1949) developed an i ndex of specie~ diversi ty which 
is ofte used as a measure of dominance , since changes in more 
64 
num rous species have a greater ef feet on its mag·1i tude than changes 
in rarer species . The Sim on index ranges from 0 to l with the 
lo est al e occurring when the number of individual s is equal to 
t e u ber of species and the , ighest value occurring when only one 
spe ies is pr sent . 
T. ean alu of the Sim son index f or each site and date 
ar shot n i Figure 14. 1uc of the variation in the mean from 
date to d te due to one or more e .. treme values, e.g. 0 or 1, 
heing includ d in the six values \-Thich determine the mean. 
A t ree-va analysis of variance done on the last 12 sample 
dates an considc·ino the ariabl s date, site, and point showed 
that differences bet~ ~en 1 Les were si ,ni f icant (F = 2.08, df = 11, 
p<O 05) . Sit nd p "nt iffcr nc s and interactions betJ en the 
three f tors wer not si nifi ant. 
Figure 15 pr nts th m n Simp on v lues by site and date 
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Fig . 14. Me n Simpson index for six points on each of the 
thr e study sites on each sample date on the Canaveral 
























































































































































































































































































































































limits). Except for two dates, 17 July and 15 August, the 
standard errors overlap. On two dates, 19 June and 31 July, the 
standard errors are not mutually overlapping (site 1 overlaps site 
2 wh"ch overlaps site 3 but site 1 does not overlap site 3 and 
thus are not mutuall overlapping). Except for 15 August, Simpson 
values for all dates would overlap with 95% confidence limits. 
The Simpson inde values indicated a lo'l:;v level of dominance 
among the old fields with Simpson values ranging from 0.048 to 
0. 578 vi t verages of 0 .172 , 0. 224, and 0 . 193 for sites 1, 2, and 
3. Variatio b tween samples from the same site was substantial 
a d i dicated that changes occurred from one date to the next. 
This c ange could be due to sampling error or, more likely, to 
\ 
changes in the abundance of species such as ants and leafhoppers. 
s ntion d before, the averaging of six points greatly reduced 
t e f c t o one or t'tvO extreme values . 
h dif erence between sites was not significant, with 
respect to the Sim son measure of dominance. However , because the 
aver ing of the si points reduced the effect of the extreme 
ca es the e may be an artificial equalizing factor introduced 
into t is ind x . 
Index 
The Sh n o -W av r fu ction (Shannon and \.Jeaver, 1949) is a 
diversity ind which places more mphasis on less numerous 
speci and cons"ders the number of sp i s and the distri6ution 
of th · individ ls among th various sp cies. Both a great r 
number of species and a more even distribution of indiv iduals 
among the species increase the index. 
Figure 16 shows the mean Shannon-Weaver values for each site 
on each date . All three sites showed a tre nd toward greater 
diversity over the period of study. Site 1 reached a somewhat 
stable level near 3 in June and July while sites 2 and 3 began 
aro nd 1.5 and 2 and increased to about 3 near the end of the 
study. 
three- a analysis of variance done on the last 12 sample 
dates and considering the ariables date, site , and point showed 
t at differences betw·een dates and beu.veen sites were significant 
(F = 5 4, d f = 11 , p < 0 • 0 5 · F = 16 • 04 , d f = 2 , p < 0 .. 0 5 ) • 
if fer nces be een oints and interac tions bet\veen the three 
factors were ot significant . 
T m a 
o e st n ar 
h nnon- eaver values with confidence intervals of 
rror (68% confidence limits) by site and date are 
68 
s o n in Fi ure 17. On si dates, 19 June · 3, 17, and 31 July; 
and 15 and 27 August, th standard errors do not overlap. On two 
other dates 24 S ptemb r and 22 October, the standard errors are . 
not mutual1, overlapping . If 95 % confidence l imits are plotted 
all dates v uld overlap. 
Th Sh non-W av r function indicated that site 1 maintained 
some'v1at h·gher level of iver ity which was relatively onstant 
during th study. This Jiv ~sitv in x wa affected by both the 
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Fig . 16. Mean Shannon~~eaver index of six points f or each of 
































































































































































































































































































































































































number of species present . Site 1 'v-ould have had greater 
diversity values if the distribution of individuals among the 
spec~es h51-d been equivalent among the three sites. The relatively 
constant diversity values for site l may indicate that site 1 was 
originally lower in species present but higher in the evenness of 
distribution of individuals and that during the study the evenness 
of distribution declined as the number of species increased. 
T ese b a fac ors appeared to counterbalance each other. Sites 2 
and 3 increase in di ersity during the study. Site 2 had lower 
eve ,n ss than site 3 early in the study and about the same 
speci s ri~ ness, 'vhich produced lower Shannon-Weaver values u~til 
both sites ere nearl equal in evenness. Site 3 was lower than 
s"te 1 in the earl part of the study because it was much lower in 
speci ric ss and about equal in evenness . Later in the study 
s e 3 slight y cee ed site 1 in evenness but still remained 
lo n s c s ric ss. pparentl these two factors 
contri uted to site 3 being equal to site 1 later in th study. 
S' ure 1971) au d Sha non-Wea er diversity values ranging 
from bout 2 . 0 to about 2.8 in an old field , part of which was 
r a ~it t e insecticid diazinon. Allan et al. (1975) 
r port d v lu s ranging from 2. 65 to 3. 65 in t\vo old fields at 
d~ffer nt st s f s cession . rage values for the pres nt 
study were 2 . 9 , . 11 nd 2 . 6 ~hich agreed quite well with those 
of Sh r (1 71) an 11 n t l. (1975) . 
Connnunity Similarity 
The similarity among the three sites was measured by 
S~rensen~s similarity quotient (QS) from Price (1975) . The 
formula for this index is: 
QS = 2c x 100 a+ b 
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where a equals the number of species at site A, b equals the number 
of species at site B, and c equals the numbe r of species found on 
both sites. Using this formula for the three combinations of 
sites 1, 2, and 3, the fo llowing values were produced: sites 1 
ad 2 = 52; sites 2 and 3 = 51; and sites 1 and 3 = 46 . 
These indices suggest that the sites were quite similar with 
an average of 50% of the speci s being i common between avo sites . 
The great st difference was between sites 1 and 3. This difference 
vas ~ o asily explained bv variations in the plant associations 
b cau sites 1 n 3 are more similar to each other than to site 
2 Perh ps th surrounding plant communities or habitats were a 
reason for t is a site 3 was bordered b a substantial area of 
hammock ¥hi sit s 1 and 2 vere borde red by scrub for most of 
their p rimet rs . Arthr pods which were associated with these 
hammock plants might ccas ionallj b f ound in the study site. 
Th valu s d" er by less th n 6% nd indicated very little 
v r· tion b tw n th three it 
v 
Th pos ib l r lati n betve at ribut s f th vegetation on 
and around the study sites and the arthropod communities can be 
inferred from data provided in Tables 3 and 4. Arthropod dens i ty 
plotted against the various vegetative factors is shown in Figure 
18.. Site 1 had much greater arthropod density, plant species 
richness (Figure 18a), and relative abundance of plants (Figure 
18b) and is thus very different from sites 2 and 3. The 
elimination of the ants and aphids from the arthropod densities 
reduced this difference so that arthropod density appears 
indepe ent of plant species richness and relative abundance 
(Figure 18a, b). Furthermore, the number of nearby plant 
commu iti s does not seem to be related to the density of 
a thropods on the study sites (Figure 18c, d). 
The results of the vegetation-arthropod analysis seem 
aso abl in th li ht of current theory (1urdoch et al., 1972). 
h mpa · on of arthro ad density with plant species richness 
and relative b nd nee indi ates that site 1 has roughly three 
times as any arthropods but only l.S to 2.0 times the plant 
speci s i ess or relative abundance. This was not a very 
r alistic camp ris n du to th pr ponderance of ants and aphids 
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t si 1 . E·clusion o the ants an aphids reduces the arthropod 
d nsities nd gre tl r due the differences among the three 
ites. throp d d nsity th n a pears ind pendent of plant 
ies ri , hn and rel tiv abund n e . The great r d nsity of 
rthropods sit l m· ht b du t plant sp ci s richness but 
th r does no pp r to b ny xpl· nati n for this and if it 
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No. of 1 nt Communities No. of Plant Communities 
within 100 m radius within 200 and 300 m radii 
Fig . 18 a, b, c, and d. The relationship between arthropod density 
and var~ou attributes of the plant communities or habitats for the 
three study sites on the Canaveral Peninsula, May-November 1975. 
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were true then site 3 should have had greater density than site 2. 
The difference might be explained in terms of primary productivity. 
The _greater density of arthropods at site 2 than at site 3 
can be related to the some"tvhat more homogeneous plant connnunity 
of site 2, since such homogeneity often produces greater 
arthropod density and lower diversity (Murdoch et al., 1972; 
Root, 1973; and Allan et al., 1975). Most investigations of this 
relationship have been done on agricultural crops and are not 
direc appl·cable, ho ever they do agree with the results of the 
present study The greater arthropod density is caused by species 
that specialize on the dominant plant and exploit it most 
effective! . ong the herbivores the sap feeders are generally 
rna pecial~zed (Price , 1975), and Genung and ead (1969) found 
afhopp r prefere ces for different pasture grasses in south 
Flo i a . Thus th simpler plant cormnunity at site 2 may have 
ause · the so vhat hi 0 er arthropod density . 
Th possib'lit of arthropods migrating into the study areas 
f om he surrounding areas was investigated by the superficial 
comparison of arthropod density plotted against the number of 
plant commun'ties t thr e radii from the study areas. As 
pr viousl mentioned t e number of different pl nt cormnunities 
near the stud r as d s not app ar t b related to the number 
of arth op d collect d. Hov ver, the pr sence of some insects, 
e peci lly thos with aquatic developm ntal stages, definitely 
establ" e th t trav 1 es c ur. This comparison between the 
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sites does not detect a relationship if migration occurs on all 
three sites at different rates proportional to the number of 
surrounding plant communities. It was apparent that the arthropod 
density of a particular site was not simply proportional to the 
number of nearby plant communities or habitatso 
Species richness of the arthropods is related to the various 
plant parameters in Figur~e 19.. Site 1 had greater plant species 
richness and relative abundance (Figure 19a, b) both of which may 
have affected the arthropod species richness (Evans and 1urdoch, 
1968; urdoc et al., 1972; Root, 1973; Allan et al., 1975)o 
pparently the difference in plant species richness between sites 
2 and 3 is ot sufficient to greatly increase the arthropod 
ec s ic ess ,of site 3 over site 2. The inadvertent mowing 
of s·te 3 may ha e affect,ed this slightly, since the arthropod 
species ric es (Figu 12) dropped one sample period earlier 
a the ot r two sites. 
Substitution of p ant relative abundance for species richness 
does not chanae the relative difference between the three sites 
0 
(Figure 19b) • 
The su roun ing plant communities do not seem to be related 
to the speci s richness of the arthropods, since site 3 had a 
great r number dj nth bitats b1t roughly th same arthropod 
peci s richn s Figure 19c, d) s the other sites. With the 
e cepti n of a f w sp ci s r quiring different conditions fo r 
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Fig. 19 , b, c and do Th rel tionship between arthropod species 
r1chness and various attributes of the plant connnunities or 
habitats for th three study sit s on the Canaveral Peninsula, 
May- ovember 1975. 
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species are immigrants from outside the study sites. Evans and 
Murdoch (1968) were able to determine that about 9% of the species 
they collected i n a 5 acre field were from outside the field and 
more than one half of t hese were predators. 
Exhaust Monitoring 
The close proxi mity of site 1 to Launch Complex 41 was 
advantageous to the study of the possible ef~ects of the solid 
rocket fuel e haust . With the developmen t of the space shuttle 
the amount of e haust released into the atmosphere will greatly 
1ncrease. The effect of this exhaust on insec ts and other 
arthro ods is ,ot -1ell understood. The arthropods at site 1 were 
exp cted to encounter this exhaust at hi gh concentrations for short 
p riods of time . Detection of damage to individual arthropods was 
not empt d since dead and injured individuals would be rapidly 
remov Qu nti t ative sampling was done to detect the loss of 
subst tial numbers of arthropods after a launch. 
easurement of the exhaust cl oud fallout at each site was 
mpted for both Viking launcheso Fourteen plastic trays 28 x 
33 ern were attached to woo ,en stands approximat l y 1m high and 
ocated near Launch C mpl x 41 . Other trays ~.J"ere placed at various 
distan es from the launch to ct as controls. The trays were 
amined after ach launch and p rticu late matter was collected 
for nuclear activ ti n lysis at Lan 0 l y Re s earch Center, 
Langl y, Virginia . 
A pi c of narrow range litmus paper was attached to each 
7 9 
tray to detect acid fa llout. 
Particulate Fallout 
Dur!ng the launch of Viking A (20 August) one of the trays 
collected a small amount of particulate. All of the litmus paper 
was destroyed by photochemical action before it could be 
recovered 
During the launch of Viking B (9 September), four, or 
possibly five, trays collected material. Two of these trays were 
ocated near site l. A squall line moved in from the ocean 
itmnediately after the launch destroying all the litmus paper and 
possibly blowing natural material, such as sand, into some of the 
trays 
The appro imate concentration of fallout in the area near the 
tra _ containing particulate matter was determined from the known 
area in cm2 for a tray and the amount of material in the tray. 
The t y numb , location, and estimated concentration of 
particulate fal out in g/m2 for the September launch are shown 
belmv: 
1 so m south of site 1 4.1 g/m2 
3 30 south of site 1 15.9 " m 
11 0.8 km north of site 1 1.1 
n 
14 2.4 km south southeast of site 1 1.0 " 
sm 11 amount of mat rial (0.047 g) was removed from plant 
leav near sit 1 and nalyzed. 
Id ntific tion of th particulate material by nuclear 
activation a~ lysi d termin d the con entration in parts per 
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million for many of the nongaseous elements but the compounds the 
elements composed were not determined. Since alumina (Al 2o3) and 
hydrochl:oric acid are the most important compounds from a 
biological standpoint the concentrations of the component elements 
should give some indication of the compounds collectedo High 
concentrat i ons (greater t han 100,000 ppm) of aluminum were found 
in the samples near site 1 but chlorine was present at much lower 
leve s (2 ,000-5, 000 ppm). The presence of calcium, which is not 
a product of the exhaust, at concentrations similar to those of 
al inurn indicates that some of the material in the trays was not 
roc et e haust . It is possible that some dust was blown into the 
trays before and after each launch . The great amount of seashell 
fragme ts may have been the source of small pieces of calcium 
c rbonate. The t'vo trays which 'vere farthe st from Launch Complex 
cont ·ned le s particulate and much lower concentrations of 
1 1 u an c loride indicating that , as would be expected, the 
amount of fallout decreased with increasing distance from the 
aunch. The direction and velocity of the wind at launch can 
alter th fallout patt rn to a great degree, however (Stephens 
d S art , 1977) . 
o oth r in rmation on the particulate fallout from these 
launches is avail ble but th pH £ sorn of the rain after the 
V"king B launch ~v s as low as 1 (Stephens and St ,.;art, 1977). 
rthropod 
Most f th arthropod d nsity measur ments indicated little 
or no decrease on the collection dates seven and one days after 
the launches (Figures 3, 4 , 5, 6, and 7)o Herbivores, predators, 
and scave_ngers rose varying amounts after each launch while 
omnivores, parasitoids , and ants dropped after one or both of the 
launc es (Figures 3, 4, 5, 6 , and 7). Except for the ants, these 
trophic levels , and the scavengers, occurred in such low densities 
that changes were very erratico As previously mentioned, the ants 
were concentrated in a few areas and t he drop in density may have 
b e due to this patchiness . 
Species richness and the average number of individuals in 
each species declined slightl after the second launch (Figures 
12 and 13) This dec line 1vas small, ho~vever, and does not appear 
to ave be n meani gful. The Simpson index rose after each 
a ch, bu t first launch followed a sample date with a very 
low Simpson v lue ic would robably have returned to the higher 
1 v 1 (Fi ures 14 and 15) . Both of these launches preceded slight 
incre ses in dorn1nance as measured by this index, but there is no 
evi ce hat the launc affected this trend because other changes 
~n the index occurred . The hannon -Weaver index remained roughly 
const nt for ttvo colle tio periods aft r the launches (Figures 
16 and 17). This was owin to a rise in species richness and a 
d cline in ve n ss which p r to hav counteracted each other. 
Th l unches f th two Viking missions appear to h ve had 
no significan detrimental eff t on the arthropod community 
collect d n th it n ar the 1 unch complex. Certainly no long 
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t rm damage could be attributed to the launches since site 1 
continued its general trend and roughly paralleled the other two 
sites P.revious launches of the same type of missile may have 
altered the original habitat, but there was no obvious evidence 
to support this; indeed, site 1 surpassed the other sites with 




1. The old fields on the Canaveral Peninsula supported an 
assemblage of arthropods typical of these habitats in more 
temperate regions. Insects were clearly dominant over the 
period of investigation . Ants were the most numerous insects 
and spiders dominated the predators. 
2 . Arthropod densities on all three sites increased from May to 
October and began to decline in ovember. 
3. The gr eatest density of arthropods occurred on site 1, whereas 
s1tes 2 and 3 yielded lesser but relatively similar results. 
4. Herbivore s demonstrated a bimodal cycle of abundance on the old 
fields, with peaks in June - July and October- ovember. This 
result has been reported by Huddleston et al. (1971) and Hurd 
and o l f (197 4 ) . The first peak may be explained by the surge 
o f yo ung , palatable pla t growth and Partridge -peas (Cassia 
and 3 correlated with early 
summer rains A second peak rna be associated with the 
a pp e a an e of plants that de v e lop and f 1 o\.,re r in the fa 11 , e . g • , 
Compo ite and ~.,rith seed pr duction . 
5 . Preda or tended to increase in d nsity on the old fiel s as 
tt seas a s progr ssed . This incr se was signi f icantly 
(p < 0 05) orr lat d with th over ll increase in arthropods, 
and s ci ically h rbivores o i t 2 and 3. 
6 . P ra id X t , w r - f nd to be present at low 
d nsiti s n all thr e t udy it The corre lation be t~.;r en 
densities p rasit ids nd other arthropous was none the l ss 
highly significant (p(O.Ol). 
7. Omnivores, exclusive of ants, and scavengers tended to 
fluctuate within narrow limits throughout the study. o 
obvious trends were apparent among the study sites. 
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8 . Ants tended t o increase in abundance over the period of study 
on all three study sites. 
9 . The percentage of predators on the three sites was s i mi lar 
(15-21%) and roughly constant over most of the range of 
nonpredator density . The percentage of ants was much greater 
on site 1 and the averages for the three sites ranged from 
31 to 57%. 
10. S te 1 had a similar distribution of individuals among the 
insect families present but averaged more individuals per 
famil tha sites 2 and 3. New species were encountered on 
site 1 about 1.5 t1mes as fast as on site s 2 and 3. 
S eci ric n ss o site 1 averaged ab ut l . S that of sites 2 
and 3. Th average number of individuals per species on site 
1 w s a o t d uble that on sites 2 and 3. 
12 The Si pso index (dominance) indicated that the sites were 
not i
0
nific ntl different but d i ffe r nces f rom date to date 
were ignificant (p< 0 . 05) . The Shannon-\..Jeaver index (species 
d'ver ' ty) v lu were signific ntly di fferent (p < 0. 05) 
b twe n sit and from date to dat . Thus site 1 was more 
divers tl a sit s 2 and 3 s m sured by this index . 
13. The similarity b tw en p c· s on the three sites as measured 
by th S~r ns n similar't index (Price, 1975) indicated that 
sites 1 and 3 were the least similar. All three similarity 
values fell in the range of 46 t o 52%. 
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14o The difference in arthropod density between sites is apparently 
unrelated to plant species richness , relative abundance, ·and 
the surrounding plant communit ies or habitats. Arthropod 
species richness is apparently related to the plant species 
ric ness and relative abundance but not the surrounding plant 
communities or habitats . 
15 . The launc es of the two Viking spacecraft appear to have had 
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